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NOTES 
The Kyoto Imperial University Economic Society pub-
lishes a monthly magazine called the Keizai-Ronso (I~ iill l~ ,1'< 
"The Economic Review")_ The following are the various 
articles with the names of their writers, which have been 
published in the half-a-dozen numbers of the review during 
the second half of the year 1931. 
THE JULY NUMBER 
ARTICLES 
Utility economy and power economy ........................... Professor Y. Takata 
Unfair incidence 01 the new land tax and its 
remedies ...... ,', ....... ,' ............................................. Professor M. Kambe 
On tariffs ........................... ", ........ , ....... ,' .................. Professor S. Shiomi 
CURRENT TOPIC 
Various objectives of taxation reform ...... , ................. Professor M. Kambe 
STUDIES 
Relation between rice harvest and the price of 
rice '" " ... , ................................................... Assistant Professor Y. Vagi 
Historical study of the Hamamatsu·Shuku on 
the Tokaido .................................................................. Mr. S. Oyama 
On Prof. Alfred Weber's theory of the location 
of industries .................................................................. Mr. T. Kikuda 
Correlation between the prices of rice in districts 
of production and those in districts of con. 
sumption ............................................. Assistant Professor K. Taniguchi 
ESSAYS 
Prof. Gras' theory of the industrial stage ........................ Lecturer Y. Horie 
Starting point of the study of the concept of 
expense .................................................................. Mr. K. Kumamoto 
On the term .. Ko}wsei Coosa" (Census) ........................... Mr. A. Okazaki 
THE AUGUST NUMBER 
ARTICLES 
An analysis of economic movements ........................... Professor Y. Takata 
Dilthey philoaophy and economic philosophy ............ Professor K .. Ishikawa 
!14 NOTES 
CURRENT Toprcs 
Reform of special accounfs ....................................... Professor M. Kambe 
Revision of income tax rates ..... 0 •••••• " •• " .................... Professor S. Shiomi 
STUDIES 
M arkefing of rice by fanners , ... " ............ Assistant Professor K. Taniguchi 
On the uses of statistics ................... " ...... Assistant Professor T. Ninagnwa 
Historical study of the Hamamatsu-Shuku on 
the Tokaido Mr. S. Oyama 
ESSAYS 
About the members from whom goyokin was 
collected in the early years uf Meiji ................... , ... Professor E. Honjo 
Seasonal fluctuations in the quantity of rice, 
conveyed from the producing districts to the 
centres of distribution ....... " ........................ Assistant Professor y, Vagi 
Comment on the gold problem .............................. Lecturer K. Matsuoka 
On Mr. Andri:ades' II La PopUlation du Japan" ............ Mr. M. Miyamoto 
THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER 
ARTICLES 
Progressive rates in the honse.fax .............................. Professor M. Kambe 
On the long waVE:S in economic life ........................... Professor Y. Takata 
CURRENT TOPIC 
Reform of (he pension system _ ...... Professor M. Kambe 
STUDIES 
Relation between Japan Proper and Korea as 
seen from the standpoint of the rice·supply ... Assistant Professor Y. Vagi 
The system of the general equilibrium theory 
and the equation of ~xchange .................. Assistant Professor K. Shibata 
Credit expansion and bank IiquidilY ........................ Lecturer M. Nakatani 
Marketing of rice by farmers .................. Assistant Professor K. Taniguchi 
ESSAYS 
Omi merchant.i and local banking .................................... Mr. W. Kanno 
On Prof. Persons' U Forecasting Business Cycles " .............. Mr. S. Kuwabara 
The latest state of German public finance .............................. Mr. S. Otani 
Meaning of the colonial railway policy ................................ Mr. r. Kanaji 
THE OCTOBER NUMBER 
ARTICLES 
Business with a mixture of public and private 
character ................................................... " ....... Professor M. Kambe 
.. -,,------------
NOTES 115 
Physiocrats in England ...•.................... " ............................... Dr. T. Hori 
An interpretation of the Marxian theory of rent ......... Professor Y. Takata 
CURRENT TOPIC 
The truth of the dispute in Manchuria and 
Mongolia Professor S. Sakuda 
STUDIES 
On the quantity theory of gold ................ _ Lecturer K. Matsuoka 
Prof. Sering's view of agricultural panics .............. Mr. H. Shi:zuta 
On residential statistics ................................................... Mr. A. Okazaki 
ESSAYS 
On written instructions regarding the rearing of 
children ................................................................. Professor E. Honjo 
Separate entry system of profit and loss in the 
commodity 8c~ount ...................................................... Mr. T. KOBuga 
Disposition for the recovery of arrears of the 
sukego . ....................... , .................................................. Mr. H. Kuroha 
On Schroder's" Fiacherei_Wirtschaftslehre" .. ' .................. Mr. S. Okamoto 
Textile industry and labour ................................................ Mr. T. Kikuda 
THE NOVEMBER NUMBER 
ARTICLES 
On the cyclical symptomatology ................................. Professor Y. Takata 
On ichthyophagy ................................................... Professor S. Takarabe 
Physiocrats in England ......................................................... Dr. T. Hori 
CURRENT TOPICS 
Revenue deficit and remedial _measures ..................... Professor M. Kambe 
Refuting the theory of putting the yen exchange 
on a lower par Professor S. Shiomi 
STUDIES 
Examination of Prof. Cassel's method of proving 
the quantity theory of CJ:loney .................. Assistant Professor K. Shibata 
Big German banks and the financing of smaH 
industries ........................................................................ Mr. I. Kusumi 
On the quantity theory of gold .............................. Lecturer K. Matsuoka 
ESSAYS 
Mr. Keynes' fundamental equations ........................... Lecturer M. Nakatani 
On household statistics .................... , .............................. Mr. A. Okazaki 
Fundamental study of the balance sheet. ....................... Mr. K. Kumamoto 
About the disposition of obsolete tonnage .............................. Mr. S. Sawa 
~ --- - -------~~ - - -- ---
116 NOTES 
THE DECEMBER NUMBER 
ART[CLES 
The problem of the transference of the house-
tax from the civic to the national govemment ......... Professor M. Kambe 
Cyclical movement and progressive movement 
in the economic Hfe ................................................ Professor Y. Takata 
CURRENT TOPIC 
A criticism on taxation reform .................................... Professor S. Shiomi 
STUDIES 
A study of the cost of the produCtion of rice ... Assistant Professor Y. Vagi 
Theoretical ground of index numbers ..... , Assistant Professor T. Ninagawa 
On the two forms of transactions in liquidation 
markels .................. , ........... " ... ' ....... " .............. ' " .......... Mr. S. Imanishi 
The international agricultural panics at the end 
of the nineteenth century ................................................ Mr. H. Shizuia 
Big German banks and the financing of small 
industries ..................................................................... Mr. I. KU8umi 
ESSAYS 
Again on written instructions regarding tho 
rearing of children ................................................... Professor E. Honio 
German unemployment as seen from the stand. 
point of the typE'S of economic cycles .................. Lecturer K. Matsuoka 
Municipal finance in the Middle Ages .................................... Mr. S. Otani 
